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ABSTRACT

The impact of North American and European (NAEU) anthropogenic aerosol emissions on Eurasian

summer climate during the twentieth century is studied using historical single- and all-forcing (including

anthropogenic aerosols, greenhouse gases, and natural forcings) simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). Intermodel agreement on significant linear trends during a period

of increasing NAEU sulfate emissions (1900–74) reveals robust features of NAEU aerosol impact, supported

by opposite changes during the subsequent period of decreasing emissions. Regionally, these include a large-

scale cooling and associated anticyclonic circulation, as well as a narrowing of the diurnal temperature range

(DTR) over Eurasian midlatitudes. Remotely, NAEU aerosols induce a drying over the western African and

northern Indian monsoon regions and a strengthening and southward shift of the subtropical jet consistent

with the pattern of temperature change. Over Europe, the temporal variations of observed temperature,

pressure, and DTR tend to agree better with simulations that include aerosols. Throughout the twentieth

century, aerosols are estimated to explainmore than a third of the simulated interdecadal forced variability of

European near-surface temperature and more than half between 1940 and 1970. These results highlight the

substantial aerosol impact on Eurasian climate, already identifiable in the first half of the twentieth century.

This may be relevant for understanding future patterns of change related to further emission reductions.

1. Introduction

Increasing awareness and concern about the risks as-

sociated with the unfolding of climate change, including

changes in droughts and floods associated with shifts in

precipitation patterns, have posed considerable demand

for credible climate projections at regional scales. Ro-

bust information on regional impacts is crucial to be

better prepared to manage and mitigate the impacts on

our society and the environment, including agriculture,

energy, and water resources. Despite their importance,

reliable projections of regional climate change still

remain a major challenge (IPCC 2013).

Anthropogenic aerosols can drive changes in global

and regional climate by impacting both the energy and

water cycles; yet, despite progress in the last decade,

aerosols have remained the dominant contributor to the

uncertainty in total anthropogenic forcing over the in-

dustrial era in the last three IPCC reports (IPCC 2013).

Uncertainties in quantifying the aerosol impact on cli-

mate also hinder our ability to estimate the greenhouse

gas (GHG) contribution to the recent global tempera-

ture change (Hegerl et al. 1997; Stott and Jones 2012;

Ribes and Terray 2013; Gillett et al. 2013; Schurer et al.

2018). Although the IPCC (2013) assessed it as ‘‘ex-

tremely likely’’ that more than half of the observed

warming since the mid-twentieth century was due to

human influences, the uncertainties in the separate ef-

fects of greenhouse gases and aerosols are much larger.

As emissions of GHGs and aerosols follow different

pathways in the future, separation of their respective
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effects is essential for improving confidence in climate

projections for the twenty-first century.

At the global scale, aerosols are estimated to exert a

net negative effective radiative forcing of 20.9Wm22

(from21.9 to20.1Wm22 at the 90% confidence level)

on present-day climate, offsetting part of the GHG-

induced warming (Myhre et al. 2013). This negative ra-

diative forcing results from perturbation of the climate

system through radiative and cloud microphysical ef-

fects (aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions,

respectively; Boucher et al. 2013), the relative magni-

tudes of which vary across aerosol species. In the direct

effect (Charlson et al. 1992), aerosols scatter and absorb

mainly solar radiation and thus modify the surface and

atmospheric temperature distributions. The atmospheric

heating thereby caused by strongly absorbing aerosols

like black carbon can cause cloud changes by altering

the surface energy budget and static stability, as well as

by cloud evaporation (burnoff); these changes are often

referred to as the semidirect effect (Hansen et al. 1997).

Sulfate aerosols, on the other hand, scatter solar radia-

tion and are additionally efficient cloud condensation

nuclei (CCN), which in turn affects cloud microphysical

properties and precipitation processes—the cloud albedo

(first indirect; Twomey 1977) and the cloud lifetime

(second indirect) effects (Albrecht 1989). Nonlinearities

in these indirect aerosol effects, caused by saturation ef-

fects in the cloud–aerosol interactions, can cause aerosols

to be more important in amore pristine atmosphere (e.g.,

Carslaw et al. 2013).

Being emitted mainly by fossil fuel and biomass

burning sources, present-day global atmospheric levels

of sulfate, organic carbon, and black carbon are sub-

stantially higher than those at preindustrial times. His-

torical changes, however, have neither been linear nor

spatially homogeneous. They result mainly from a

combination of changes over two macroregions: emis-

sions from North America and Europe (NAEU) in-

creased steadily from preindustrial times to the peak in

the 1970s, when air quality legislation led to their re-

duction. Asian emissions, in contrast, started to rapidly

increase in the 1950s as a result of rapid economic de-

velopment and have been increasing ever since

(Lamarque et al. 2010; Hoesly et al. 2018). These geo-

graphical differences in the emission time series, com-

bined with the short lifetime of aerosols in the

atmosphere, result in spatially and temporally hetero-

geneous distributions and higher concentrations around

the source regions. The global mean impact of aerosols

is therefore not necessarily representative of regional

climate responses, which can be substantial (e.g.,

Ramanathan et al. 2001), even when the magnitude of

global forcing remains relatively small.

Numerous studies have suggested that anthropogenic

aerosols had an important impact on the twentieth-

century climate over various regions (Boucher et al.

2013; Bindoff et al. 2013). Emissions of aerosols from

human activities predominantly located in the Northern

Hemisphere (NH) have, for instance, been linked to a

southward shift of the intertropical convergence zone

(ITCZ) since the early 1900s by muting the warming of

the Northern Hemisphere relative to the Southern

Hemisphere (Chiang and Friedman 2012; Rotstayn and

Lohmann 2002; Hwang et al. 2013). Aerosols have been

shown to have played a predominant role in the decrease

of NorthernHemispheremonsoon precipitation (Polson

et al. 2014), as well in weakening its regional compo-

nents over East Asia (Li et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2013),

South Asia (Bollasina et al. 2013; Undorf et al. 2018),

and Northwest Australia (Rotstayn et al. 2012). Fur-

thermore, aerosols were found to have contributed to

the decrease of precipitation in West Africa (Ackerley

et al. 2011; Dong et al. 2014), to cause tropical contrac-

tion (Allen andAjoku 2016), and to have modulated the

Atlantic multidecadal circulation and North Atlantic

storms (Booth et al. 2012; Dunstone et al. 2013). Aerosol

reductions in recent decades might have amplified

Arctic temperature increase and sea ice loss (Acosta

Navarro et al. 2016). Yet, many of these findings are

associated with large uncertainties and are, at times,

controversial, resulting in vivid discussions across the

scientific community. IPCC (2013) noted that the ‘‘lack

of agreement across studies prevents generalization of

findings to project aerosol-induced changes in regional

atmospheric circulation or precipitation in the near

term.’’

This is also true for studies focused on European cli-

mate, where changes in surface temperature and diurnal

temperature range (DTR) have been related to an

aerosol-induced shift in the surface solar radiation re-

gime from dimming to brightening (Wild et al. 2007;

Makowski et al. 2008, 2009). DTR is a measure of high-

frequency temperature variability and is not only im-

portant for climate impacts as diverse as crop yields

(Lobell et al. 2007) and human mortality and morbidity

(Kim et al. 2016), but has also been suggested to be a

useful indicator to separate aerosol and GHG forcing

(Schnur and Hasselmann 2005; Wild et al. 2007):

Through reducing surface solar radiation, aerosols are

expected to reduce maximum (Tmax) more than mini-

mum (Tmin) temperature, causing a decrease in DTR,

while GHGs interact with outgoing longwave radiation

and are thus expected to impact Tmax and Tmin equally

(although a preferred response of Tmin to GHG

warming has also been suggested; Rohde et al. 2013a).

Other studies found the recent reduction in aerosols to
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have increased the frequency of light precipitation

events, despite no changes in total precipitation in ob-

servations (Stjern et al. 2011) and an increase in the ratio

between convective and stratiform precipitation in a

GCM (Stjern and Kristjánsson 2015). Complex inter-

actions also underpin the relationship between Euro-

pean aerosol loading and the North Atlantic Oscillation

(Chiacchio et al. 2011; Pausata et al. 2014).

Located upstream of the large Eurasian landmass and

just north of Africa, European aerosols in particular

thus have a potential impact on huge inhabited areas,

both through local impacts and through remote impacts

mediated by atmospheric circulation adjustments. Their

impact throughout the twentieth century, however, has

not been consistently investigated so far in a multimodel

framework, particularly for the earlier part of the cen-

tury, when aerosol effects might have been dispropor-

tionately large in a cleaner atmosphere (Carslaw et al.

2013). This is a gap this study aims to address. We make

use of experiments carried out as part of phase 5 of the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) ini-

tiative (Taylor et al. 2012). These comprise multiple

realizations of experiments of all historical forcings as

well as individual forcings with a range of coupled global

climate models, which allows us to analyze the effect of

anthropogenic aerosols and compare it to those of other

forcing factors, both when acting in isolation and when

combined. The availability of a large set of simulations

allows the identification of robust patterns of forced

climate response by 1) averaging over multiple mem-

bers, thus reducing the effect of internal variability and

2) sampling across various model formulations.

To provide a basic characterization of the climate

response to NAEU aerosol emissions expected from

CMIP5 simulations, we focus on the boreal summer

season, when the aerosol impact on temperature and

other variables mediated by temperature differences,

such as the position of the ITCZ and the jet streams, is

expected to be largest due to the insolation maximum in

theNorthernHemisphere [see discussion inHegerl et al.

(1997)]. The analysis examines changes in near-surface

temperature (TAS), precipitation, DTR, sea level

pressure (SLP), and zonal wind at 300hPa. This subset,

although limited, allows us to identify the aerosol impact

on relevant surface climate features, some of which are

long-term observed, and investigate the potential of

aerosols to bring about changes in the atmospheric

circulation.

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as fol-

lows. After a short description of the datasets and the

analysis methods used (section 2), we illustrate the

spatiotemporal changes in anthropogenic aerosol emis-

sions and the resulting atmospheric aerosol loading and

radiative effect (section 3). The linear trends in the all-

forcing and single-forcing CMIP5 ensembles during the

historical period of increasing NAEU sulfate emissions

are then shown, contrasted by those during the later

period of decreasing NAEU emissions (section 4). While

this captures multidecadal to near-centennial changes,

higher-frequency variability of European near-surface

temperature, sea level pressure, and DTR is analyzed

by means of area-mean time series also from observa-

tions, and the contribution of each single-forcing factor

to the total simulated forced interdecadal variability is

estimated (section 5). The study is completed by a sum-

mary and conclusions (section 6).

2. Data and methods

We use data from the CMIP5 twentieth-century his-

torical experiments and select models that provide

simulations forced only with anthropogenic aerosols

(Table 1). In addition to this ensemble of aerosol-only

simulations (AA), we also analyze simulations with

forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases only (GHG),

natural forcings only (solar radiation and volcanoes;

NAT), and all these forcings combined (ALLF) for the

same set of models. Note that ALLF are the standard

TABLE 1. CMIP5models used in this study, including the number of ensemblemembers available for aerosol-only simulations, as well as

whether each model includes any representation of the first and second indirect aerosol effects (marked with an x). An overview of the

experiment design is given in Taylor et al. (2012).

Aerosol indirect

effects

Institute ID Model name No. of ensemble members First Second Reference

CCCMA CanESM2 5 x — von Salzen et al. (2013)

CSIRO-QCCCE CSIRO Mk3.6.0 5 x x Jeffrey et al. (2013)

IPSL IPSL-CM5A-LR 1 x — Dufresne et al. (2013)

MOHC HadGEM2-ES 4 x x Collins et al. (2011)

NASA GISS GISS-E2-R 5 x x Schmidt et al. (2014)

NCC NorESM1-M 1 x x Iversen et al. (2013)

NOAA GFDL GFDL CM3 3 x x Donner et al. (2011)
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historical simulations, which are expected to reproduce

the observations. For each model, we choose ensembles

of GHG, NAT, and ALLF with the same size as the

ensemble available for AA, so that the results from

the different ensembles are comparable. Results from

the trend analysis are shown for the multimodel mean

(MMM), obtained by first averaging the individual en-

semble members for each model and successively aver-

aging these ensemble means. Given the different

ensemble sizes—ranging from one to five—this ensures

that each model is given equal weight.

While the chosen subset has a more comprehensive

representation of aerosol effects, compared to the full

suite of CMIP5 models (Taylor et al. 2012), there is still

substantial variation among the models (Ekman 2014).

In GFDL CM3 and NorESM1-M, aerosol microphysics

and chemistry including cloud droplet number concen-

tration (CDNC; first indirect effect) are simulated on-

line, and precipitation formation depends on this CDNC

(second indirect effect). CSIRO Mk3.6.0, HadGEM2-

ES, andCanESM2 also have online aerosol schemes, but

use diagnostic CDNC formulations, on which precipi-

tation does (CSIRO-Mk3.6.0, HadGEM2-ES) or does

not (CanESM2) depend. GISS-E2-R and IPSL-CM5A-

LR prescribe aerosol fields from offline calculations and

use diagnostic CDNC representations, which precipita-

tion does (GISS-E2-R) or does not (IPSL-CM5A-LR)

depend on. On top of these differences, the chemistry

models used and/or the way of the diagnostic derivation

of CDNC may vary as well.

Given that all models are forced with the same aerosol

emission inventories (Lamarque et al. 2010), the use of

multiple models thus does not only reduce the contri-

bution from internal variability, but also allows us the

identification of features that are robust to these differ-

ences in the models’ representation of indirect aerosol

effects, as well as their aerosol distribution and back-

ground (preindustrial) aerosol concentrations (Wilcox

et al. 2015). This is important since these intermodel

differences have been found to cause a large spread in

the aerosol responses (Boucher et al. 2013; Kasoar et al.

2016). Robustness is assessed by comparing the sign of

the response in the MMM with that in the models’

ensemble means.

The models considered span the full range of CMIP5

spread in climate sensitivity (Flato et al. 2013) and

represent the diversity in the effective radiative forcing

due to direct and indirect aerosol effects combined

(Zelinka et al. 2014). Their historical all-forcing MMM

reproduces the climatology and observed changes in

surface temperature patterns and simulates the clima-

tology of many large-scale circulation features reason-

ably well (Flato et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2016). ForDTR,

too, the all-forcing simulations from chosen CMIP5

models separately, as well as the MMM of all models’

all-forcing simulations, agree well with observations

over Europe both in terms of climatology (Lindvall and

Svensson 2015; Cattiaux et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016) and

long-term trends (Lewis and Karoly 2013).

The aerosol forcing in all models is based on decadal

aerosol emissions with an annual cycle. We compute bo-

real summer [June–August (JJA)] means from monthly

mean data, and all model data are regridded prior to fur-

ther analysis to match the model with the lowest reso-

lution, which is 3.758 3 2.88. For the comparison with

observations, we instead interpolate the model data to the

observational resolution and mask according to the ob-

servational coverage. Anomalies from the climatological

state are considered, and the climatologies are computed

from the models’ preindustrial control simulations.

Simulated temperature and sea level pressure changes

are compared to those derived from available observa-

tional data. For near-surface temperature anomalies, we

use the HadCRUT dataset version 4.5 (HadCRUT;

Morice et al. 2012), the CRU Time Series (TS) dataset

version 3.24.01 (CRU; Harris et al. 2014), the gridded

Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature dataset (BEST;

Rohde et al. 2013b), and GISS Surface Temperature

Analysis (GISTEMP; GISTEMP Team 2017; Hansen

et al. 2010). For DTR, we use CRU and BEST, and for

sea level pressure, we use the Met Office Hadley Centre

mean sea level pressure dataset HadSLP2 (1850–2004;

HadSLP; Allan and Ansell 2006).

We compute DTR from the CMIP5 model data as the

difference between monthly mean Tmax and monthly

mean Tmin, as provided by the modeling groups (see

Table 1), and follow the same procedure for the BEST

dataset; for the CRU data, monthly mean DTR is used

as provided by Harris et al. (2014). Note that the ob-

servational datasets differ in their station input sources,

time sampling, quality control, homogenization, and

area averaging; for a comprehensive analysis of the

relevance of these differences, see Thorne et al. (2016).

Long-term changes in climate are investigated by

computing linear trends, calculated as least squares re-

gressions, and displayed as change per decade. The ro-

bustness of the simulated trends is measured by the

agreement among the variousmodels. Stippled areas are

regions where at least all but one of the models’ en-

semble means (i.e., five out of six or six out of seven,

depending on the availability of some variables for

specific experiments) agree on sign. The time period

common to all model simulations is 1860–2005, but we

limit the analysis to 1900 onward when observations are

less sparse (Morice et al. 2012). Trends in the NAT en-

semble are not shown for brevity unless otherwise
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stated, as they are found to be small compared to those

in the AA and GHG ensembles as well as barely robust

anywhere across models for the variables, time periods,

and regions considered in this analysis.

To support the use of linear trends to identify the link

between aerosol loading and near-surface temperature, a

joint empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) analysis is also

performed (Deser and Blackmon 1993; Wang et al. 2016).

Thismethod, which is an ordinary EOF analysis of the two

variable fields combined in space, decomposes the data

into orthogonal modes, each consisting of one pattern per

variable and a common time series, ordered by the frac-

tion of combined variance explained. In contrast to a re-

gression analysis, this identifies covarying patterns without

the need to presume time series or spatial patterns. Prior

to the EOF analysis, the data are temporally smoothed in

order to suppress interannual variability. This is done by

taking subsequent 11- and 7-yr running means, which

improves filter characteristics relative to taking running

means only with a single window length (e.g., von Storch

and Zwiers 1999). For a sensitivity analysis, see Text S1 of

the online supplementary material.

3. Spatiotemporal changes in aerosol emissions and
associated near-surface temperature

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is the main component of an-

thropogenic aerosol emissions (Lamarque et al. 2010;

Hoesly et al. 2018). The time series of total SO2 emis-

sions from various regions illustrate the dominance of

NAEUemissions from preindustrial times until themid-

twentieth century and show the peak in the 1970s, with

the trend reversing in Europe around 1975, following a

slightly earlier reversal in the United States (Fig. 1).

While Asian (including eastern Russian) emissions also

started to increase before 1970, they do not exhibit

strong (Japan and Russia) or any (e.g., China and India)

downward trends afterward. This is also visible in the

spatial pattern of the linear trends of SO2 emissions

during 1900–70 and 1971–2010 (Fig. 2).

The corresponding trend patterns in column-integrated

sulfate content (sulfate loading) and aerosol optical depth

(AOD) at 550nm in the CMIP5model ensemble show that

aerosols spread farther east of the source region toward

central Eurasia as a result of transport by the climatological

westerlies (Fig. 2). Although CMIP5 models use the same

aerosol emission inventories, the simulated aerosol distri-

bution patterns may vary from model to model due to dif-

ferences in meteorology, chemical parameterizations, and

preindustrial background concentrations (Carslaw et al.

2013; Wilcox et al. 2015; Kasoar et al. 2016). Nonetheless,

there is considerable agreement on the sign of the trends

over Eurasia (Figs. 2c,d). The emissions of other aerosol

species (black carbon and organic carbon) changed over

time less homogeneously in space (Figs. S1–S4), but the

simulated changes in AOD, which integrate the amount

and optical properties of all simulated aerosol species, are

very similar to those in sulfate loading, thus reflecting the

dominance of sulfate aerosols (Figs. 2e,f).

A joint EOF analysis reveals modes of covariability of

sulfate loading and TAS as simulated in the AA ensem-

ble for summer over the NH, excluding the Pacific

(Fig. 3). The dominant temperature signature is a large-

scale cooling associated with an overall increase in sulfate

aerosols until they peak in the 1970s (Fig. 3a). The first

mode’s patterns and time series for both sulfate loading

and TAS are very similar to those of the first mode from

EOFs of the variables separately (Figs. S5a,b), which

confirms that these patterns represent a substantial part

of variability in both sulfate loading andTAS individually

in the CMIP5 ensemble. Separate EOF analyses of other

variables show that approximating the aerosol-related

impact with linear trends captures a large fraction of their

variability in theCMIP5AAensemble (e.g., precipitation

and DTR; Figs. S5c,d).

FIG. 1. Total SO2 emissions (kg s21) during boreal summer (JJA)

from all sectors (anthropogenic, biomass burning, and shipping)

from EU (308–758N, 158W–458E; orange), NA (158–758N, 608–
1358W; red), eastern Russia (RU; 458–758N, 458E–1808; light blue),
Asia (08–458N, 608–1508E; medium blue), and the remaining parts

of the globe (dark blue). Global emissions are also shown (black).

The areas are chosen based on their emission time series and do not

conform strictly to political or geographical boundaries. NA, EU,

and RU are similar to the respective Tier 1 regions from the

Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution 2 experiments (Koffi et al.

2016), but include for convenience other parts with negligible

emissions (Arctic regions in NA, EU, and RU; northern Mexico in

NA; and Mongolia and Kazakhstan in RU). The Asian region in-

cludes mainly India, most of China, Japan, and southern central

Asia. The vertical lines indicate the year dividing the first and

second time periods for which trends are calculated: 1970 (light

gray) for emissions (which are decadal) and 1975 for simulated

variables (dark gray). Data from Lamarque et al. (2010).
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The higher modes from the joint EOF analysis reflect

differences in the time series of aerosol emissions and

associated temperature impacts at smaller spatial scales.

The sulfate loading and temperature patterns of the sec-

ond mode (Fig. 3b), for instance, have opposite signs in

North America and Europe compared to Asia. The prin-

cipal components accordingly resemble the time series of

the difference in sulfate loading over these regions.

However, since only a very small fraction of the

covariance is explained by the higher modes, we focus

here on the dominant behavior as reflected in the

first mode.

4. Simultaneous long-term changes in NAEU
emissions and near-surface climate

Given the strong opposite trends in SO2 emissions

from NAEU before and after the peak in the 1970s, it is

FIG. 2. Linear trends of JJA (top) total SO2 emissions (Mt m22 yr21 decade21) from all sectors, (middle) column-integrated sulfate

loading (mgm22 decade21), and (bottom)AOD (decade21) during (a),(c),(e) 1900–70 and (b) 1971–2010 and (d),(f) 1971–2005. Emission

data are decadal, so we use 1970 here instead of 1975 as in later figures. For sulfate loading and AOD, the MMMs of the aerosol-only

simulations from the models listed in Table 1 are shown, except for HadGEM2-ES in (c) and (d) and CanESM2 in (e) and (f) due to data

unavailability. Stippling indicates where at least five out of the six models’ ensemble means agree on sign, and the fraction of stippled grid

points within 08–908N, 308W–1208E is given in the top-left corner. Trends in the all-forcing ensemble are very similar (not shown). Data

from Lamarque et al. (2010) (emissions) and Taylor et al. (2012) (CMIP5). Note that trends during the second period exceed the color bar

range, as indicated by triangular color bar ends.
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reasonable to expect their climate signature to also

show a trend reversal around the same time. Emissions

from elsewhere (e.g., Asia), in contrast, started to in-

crease in the 1950s and might thus have perturbed the

climate during the first period, but we expect their

continued increase during the second period to result in

changes of the same sign in both periods, albeit of dif-

ferent magnitudes. This also holds true for GHG

forcing, which has increased during both periods. We

thus identify changes during 1900–74 in the ALLF en-

semble as dominantly driven by NAEU aerosol forcing

if they are robust and have the same sign as those in the

AA but different to those in the GHG or NAT ensem-

bles. This approach is further validated by contrasting

the trends with those during 1975–2005, when we expect

the decreasing NAEU emissions to drive changes of the

FIG. 3. Joint EOF analysis for JJA sulfate loading (SO4load) and TAS from theMMMof the aerosol-only CMIP5

simulations. The (top) principal components of the (a) first and (b) secondmodes are shown along with the respective

patterns for (middle) SO4load and (bottom) TAS. For comparison, the total SO4load over the NH in (a) and dif-

ference between SO4load over a western (NAEU) region (the sum of 208–908N, 1308W–08; 308–908N, 08–308E; and
458–908N, 308–608E) and an eastern region (08–458N, 308–1358E) in (b) are also shown (blue, dashed lines). The

models used are those in Table 1, except for HadGEM2-ES [no data available; separate EOFs show the other results

are not sensitive to the inclusion of this model (not shown)]. We apply an 11–7-yr filter prior to the analysis.
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opposite sign. Note, however, that the impact of emis-

sions from, say, Asia, is not negligible during 1975–2005,

so the effect of decreasing NAEU emissions might be

offset by Asian emissions.

Despite clear limitations, this approach allows us to dis-

entangle the NAEU aerosol imprint in the presence of

other forcings (provided they changed monotonously dur-

ing the whole record). The advantage over other methods

(e.g., EOF analysis) is that it allows us to assess intermodel

consistency and to compare with the other ensembles and

observations, for which aerosol data are not available.

Based on the timing of the trend reversal in simulated

sulfate loading (indicated by a black line in the time

series in Fig. 3), we choose 1900–74 and 1975–2005 as the

time periods with increasing and decreasing aerosols,

respectively. Note that choosing instead the partition

year 1970, as done for the trends in emissions because

they are decadal only, does not affect the results re-

ported below (not shown). The first time period includes

the slow increase in emissions (Fig. 1), so that trends per

decade are smaller during the first than during the sec-

ond period; European area-mean (358–608N, 08–608E)
trends in the aerosol-only MMM amount to 12.0

and 22.6mgm22 decade21 for sulfate loading and

10.028 and20.046 1 decade21 for AODduring 1900–75

and 1975–2005, respectively.

Because emissions from both North America and

Europe reversed sign around this time, we will attribute

the changes to NAEU emissions in the following. The

larger trends in European emissions and their closer

proximity to the area studied, however, might suggest

them to have a larger share of the impacts, at least on

Eurasian near-surface temperature.

a. Near-surface temperature and sea level pressure

The CMIP5 AA ensemble shows a widespread de-

crease in near-surface temperature over the Atlantic–

Eurasian region during the period of increasing NAEU

emissions (Fig. 4a). This trend is reversed in the later

period, with a warming of similar magnitude as the

earlier cooling over central Europe and a slightly

weaker warming over the Asian midlatitudes (Fig. 4b).

Note that over eastern China, temperatures decrease

during both periods, consistent with trends in local

aerosol emissions (Figs. 2a,c), so NAEU emissions are

not the (sole) drivers of the cooling over this region in

FIG. 4. Linear trends in JJA TAS (color shading; K decade21) and SLP (contour lines; Pa decade21) during (a),(c),(e) 1900–74 and

(b),(d),(f) 1975–2005 for theMMMof the (top)AA, (middle)ALLF, and (bottom)GHGsimulations. Stippling indicates where at least six

out of the seven models’ ensemble means agree on sign for TAS, and the fraction of stippled grid points within 08–908N, 308W–1208E is

given in the top-left corner. Dashed contour lines indicate negative SLP trends; the zero contour line is drawn in turquoise. The contour

interval is 1.25 Pa (10 yr)21. See Fig. S7 for the robustness of the SLP trends. Note that both temperature and SLP trends during the second

period are scaled by 1/2 for easier comparison with those during the first period.
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the CMIP5 models. The larger trends during the second

period—shown in Fig. 4, scaled by a factor of
1/2—compared to those during the first period are con-

sistent with the larger trends in emissions, sulfate load-

ing, and AOD (Fig. 2).

GHG forcing produces warming during both periods

(Figs. 4e,f), and both the AA and the GHG signatures

are robust across the models in the whole region. In the

ALLF ensemble, which has the two anthropogenic

forcings counteract each other in the first period, the

models agree on the midlatitude cooling as well as the

warming at higher and lower latitudes. The zonally ex-

tended temperature anomalies are consistent with

Shindell et al. (2010), who found the influence of in-

homogeneous radiative forcing to extend 3–4 times

farther in the zonal than in themeridional direction. The

vertical cross section of temperature trends averaged

over 308–608N shows moreover that although the

strongest cooling is located near the surface over Eu-

rope, the temperature signal extends up to the mid- and

upper troposphere and as far eastward as central Asia

(Figs. S6a,b), suggestive of an eastward propagation

from Europe. Natural forcing does not result in appre-

ciable trends in the CMIP5 models (not shown).

Sea level pressure, consistent across the models,

shows anomalous anticyclonic trends over the Eurasian

midlatitudes in the first period both in the AA and the

ALLF ensembles, which is consistent with the atmo-

spheric adjustment to the surface cooling (Figs. 4a,c and

S7a,c). The largest aerosol-induced anomalies in TAS

and SLP east of the area of highest emission changes

(Figs. 4, S6, and S7) are consistent with expectations

from aerosol transport as well as temperature advection

by climatological westerlies (not shown). While in-

creasing anthropogenic aerosols thus dominate the

simulated Eurasian midlatitude temperature changes

during 1900–74, simulated tropical temperature changes

appear to be more strongly influenced by GHG forcing,

with a widespreadwarming seen both in theGHGand in

the ALLF CMIP5 ensembles (Figs. 4c–f).

b. Jet stream strength and position

The zonal character of the aerosol-driven tempera-

ture changes as simulated with the CMIP5 models sug-

gests that aerosols might also affect circulation features

in the latitudinal direction via changes in the meridional

temperature gradients.We find indeed that both theAA

and the ALLF ensembles show a strengthening of the

equatorward side of the subtropical jet over Asia, as

identified from changes in 300-hPa zonal wind strength

during the first time period and a weakening during the

second period (Figs. 5a–d). GHG (and NAT; not

shown), on the other hand, show no large-scale

significant or robust trends (Figs. 4e,f and 5e,f). This is

consistent with the thermal wind relation, with AA

cooling the midlatitudes more than the tropics and thus

enhancing the temperature gradient, which results in a

strengthened zonal wind (Figs. 4a,c and 5a,c). Con-

versely, during the second period, the decrease in

NAEU emissions warms the midlatitudes more than the

tropics, thus reducing the gradient and weakening the

zonal wind (Figs. 4b,d and 5b,d). The significant positive

wind speed anomalies on the southern flank of the cli-

matological jet position during the first period, and

negative ones during the second, can be additionally

interpreted as a southward and northward, respectively,

displacement of the circulation in response to the

changing meridional temperature gradients.

c. Precipitation

Another feature associated with the change in the

meridional circulation is the shift of the ITCZ in re-

sponse to variations in the interhemispheric tempera-

ture gradient, driven by the aerosols’ preferential

cooling of the Northern versus the Southern Hemi-

sphere (Chiang and Friedman 2012; Hwang et al. 2013).

In the CMIP5 models, we also see an aerosol signal on

precipitation over western Africa, where rainfall is

largely controlled by the ITCZ (Undorf et al. 2018):

a drying during the period of increasing NAEU aerosols

and a wettening during the period of decreasing aerosols

both in the AA and the ALLF ensembles (Figs. 6a–d).

Over most of Eurasia, where climatological pre-

cipitation is relatively low and spatially heterogeneous,

precipitation trends in the CMIP5 AA ensemble during

1900–74 are small (Fig. 6a). Key robust features are a

wettening trend over western Europe as well as a drying

over the high latitudes, including Scandinavia and

northern Russia, which is also reversed during 1975–

2005 (Fig. 6b). The ALLF ensemble shows also that if

aerosols are included, the drying over Europe as simu-

lated for GHG forcing only is restricted to the Medi-

terranean (Figs. 6c–f).

In the subtropical and tropical monsoon regions of

South Asia, East Asia, and western Africa, in contrast,

we see a robust aerosol signal during both periods

(Figs. 6a–d). During the first period, the AA ensemble

shows a drying over northern India, which reverses

during the second period (Figs. 6a,b). This robust and

significant aerosol signal also dominates—although

over a smaller domain—in the ALLF ensemble, despite

the counteracting effect of GHGs (Figs. 6c–f).

Both the AA and the ALLF ensembles also show a

meridional tripole pattern of longitudinally elongated

bands featuring a drying over central China and the

western Pacific, a wettening over southern China and
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Indochina, and again a drying over the Maritime Con-

tinent during the first period (Figs. 6a,c). This pattern is

especially consistent between AA and ALLF over land,

whereas the GHG impact appears to emerge in driving

the oceanic precipitation increase over the IndianOcean

and the western Pacific (Fig. 6e). While these pre-

cipitation changes have thus been clearly driven by an-

thropogenic aerosols in the CMIP5 models, our results

do not allow us to unequivocally separate the roles of

remote and local aerosols, owing to the simplicity of the

linear-trend approach. In addition to NAEU emissions,

local emissions also increased—again, potentially more

effective than later in the century—the effects of which

are presumably added onto those from NAEU emis-

sions (Guo et al. 2013). The importance of NAEU

aerosols is clear, however, from comparison with a

shorter, earlier period (1900–50) for which the assump-

tion of negligible Asian emissions change is even more

justified (Fig. 1). The precipitation changes during 1900–

75 when both NAEU and Asian emissions increased

strongly resemble those during 1900–50, when only

NAEU emissions increased, so that the response to

NAEU forcingmust be a substantial part of the response

to the combined forcing (Figs. 6 and S10). Impact from

NAEU aerosols in our results is plausible, too, since the

anomalous anticyclone over midlatitude Asia, resulting

from the large-scale near-surface and tropospheric

cooling (Figs. 4, S6, and S7), might cause northeasterly

winds that oppose the climatological monsoon flow and

thus induce a weakening of the East Asian summer

monsoon circulation, as visible in the precipitation

changes over East Asia (Fig. 6). During 1975–2005, on

the other hand, the impact of increasing local emissions

could have counteracted that of decreasing NAEU

emissions (Guo et al. 2013), and the continued drying

suggests that NAEU emissions were not the most im-

portant factor in driving the precipitation changes over

China and Southeast Asia in the CMIP5 simulations

during this later period (Figs. 6a,b).

d. Diurnal temperature range

DTR shows a widespread decrease over much of the

European and Asian midlatitudes both in the AA and

the ALLF ensembles during the first time period

(Figs. 7a,c). Over Europe, the trend is reversed during

the second period (Figs. 7b,d). The trends in the GHG

FIG. 5. Linear trends in JJA zonal wind at 300 hPa (U300; contour lines) during (a),(c),(e) 1900–74 and (b),(d),(f) 1975–2005 for the

MMM of the (top) AA, (middle) ALLF, and (bottom) GHG simulations. Dashed contour lines indicate negative trends. The contour

interval is 0.02m s21 decade21. The 0.00 and60.02 contours are not displayed for clarity. Gray shading indicates where the climatological

zonal wind speed at 300 hPa exceeds 12.5m s21 as a rough estimate of the jet stream position. Coloring (red for positive trends, blue for

negative ones) indicates where at least six out of the seven models’ ensemble means agree on sign. Note that trends during the second

period are scaled by 1/2 for easier comparison with those during the first period.
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ensemble (and NAT; not shown) are less uniform and

not consistent with ALLF (Figs. 7e,f), which suggests

that aerosols, not greenhouse gases, dominate the

twentieth-century DTR variations over Europe, in

agreement with expectations. Interestingly, a significant,

consistent aerosol signal is also noticeable at low lati-

tudes (from northern Africa to India), but of opposite

sign to that in the midlatitudes, with GHG (and NAT)

trends again much smaller, less robust, and inconsistent

with those in the ALLF ensemble; coinciding pre-

cipitation trends (Fig. 6) hint at modulations in diurnal

convection by changes in cloudiness as a possible

mechanism underlying this aerosol control onDTRover

these regions, which is supported by trends in total cloud

fraction (Fig. S8).

e. Sensitivity study and early twentieth century

The robustness of the trends during 1900–74 is further

ascertained by considering the shorter 1900–50 period,

during which Asian emissions increased even less and

were at levels comparable to those of combined Euro-

pean and North American emissions in 1850 (Fig. 1).

During this period, trends of similar patterns to those for

1900–74 emerge in the CMIP5 simulations over the re-

gion considered, but with smaller magnitudes, as

expected from the smaller increase in aerosols (and

GHGs) that had taken place by then (Figs. S9–S11). For

near-surface temperature, the cooling in the AA en-

semble during 1900–50 does not dominate the ALLF

response, but reduces the warming trends over Europe

seen in the GHG ensemble in the midlatitude band that

shows aerosol-related cooling during 1900–74. The pat-

tern of change in precipitation over Southeast Asia de-

scribed above is already recognizable in the AA trends

during 1900–50; also, DTR shows a robust narrowing

over the midlatitudes in both the AA and the ALLF

ensembles.

These findings suggest that aerosols were already a key

driver of regional climate anomalies before the peak

aerosol increase between the 1950s and 1970s, for some

variables even dominant over GHGs. Note that saturation

effects might contribute to this by potentially making the

aerosol emissions less effective later in the twentieth cen-

tury (e.g., Carslaw et al. 2013). The similarity of the pat-

terns and their already considerable magnitude during

1900–50 furthermore supports the notion that remote

(NAEU) emissions contributed substantially to the simu-

lated near-surface climate variation over Russia and Asia,

since the amount of remote aerosol emissions dominated

over that of local emissions evenmore in 1950 than in 1970.

FIG. 6. Linear trends in precipitation (mmday21 decade21) for JJA during (a),(c),(e) 1900–74 and (b),(d),(f) 1975–2005 for theMMMof

the (top) AA, (middle) ALLF, and (bottom) GHG simulations. Stippling indicates where at least six out of the seven models’ ensemble

means agree on sign, and the fraction of stippled grid points within 08–908N, 308W–1208E is given in the top-left corner. Note that trends

during the second period are scaled by 1/2 for easier comparison with those during the first period.
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In 1950 (1970), therewere 8 (4) timesmore emissions from

Europe than from Asia, and from 1900 to 1950 (1900–70),

those fromEurope increased nearly 6 (3) times faster than

those from Asia (Fig. 1).

5. Temporal evolution of European climate

a. Comparison with observations

In this section, the model-based findings on long-term

changes associated with aerosols discussed above are

complemented by an analysis of area-mean time series for

the region with the largest trends in the AA and ALLF

ensembles (358–608N, 08–608E; Fig. 8). We focus on near-

surface temperature, sea level pressure, and DTR, which

all show a spatially homogeneous response across this

region in the CMIP5 ensemble (Figs. 4 and 7). These time

series are also compared with observations, the coverage

of which is better for this region than most others, espe-

cially early in the twentieth century.

The temporal change in near-surface temperature

shows the contrast between the warming in the GHG-

only experiments and the cooling in the AA ensemble

(Fig. 8a). The small gradients in both ensembles in the

first decades of the twentieth century are consistent with

weak variations in anthropogenic emissions, while clear

differences between the gradients in the two ensembles

start appearing around 1925, with similar magnitudes of

opposite sign until the 1970s. The largest aerosol-induced

variations are found during 1940–75, followed by a pla-

teau and a weak recovery, reflecting the peak and sub-

sequent decline in global aerosol emissions. In contrast,

the GHG warming increased exponentially during the

twentieth century, with the largest trends after 1960. The

all-forcing ensemble reflects the modulation due to both

drivers and the contribution from natural variability

(e.g., the volcanic cooling after the Agung eruption in

1963; e.g., Robock and Mao 1995). After a few decades

of negligible anthropogenic forcing at the beginning of

the century, temperature variations are dominated by

aerosol cooling until at least 1970, whenGHGwarming

starts to dominate instead. Comparison with the ob-

served changes shows that the CMIP5 models are able

to capture the observed twentieth-century variations of

near-surface temperature over Europe (observations

within the 95% range of ALLF). The most nota-

ble feature in the observations is the cooling during

1940–80, which is consistent with the prevailing role of

anthropogenic aerosols.

FIG. 7. Linear trends in DTR (K decade21) for JJA during (a),(c),(e) 1900–74 and (b),(d),(f) 1975–2005 for the MMM of the (top) AA,

(middle) ALLF, and (bottom) GHG simulations for the models listed in Table 1. For AA, no HadGEM2-ES data are available; thus, the

MMM of the remaining six models is shown. Stippling indicates where at least six out of the seven (ALLF, GHG) or five out of the six

(AA) models’ ensemble means agree on sign, and the fraction of stippled grid points within 08–908N, 308W–1208E is given in the top-left

corner. Note that trends during the second period are scaled by 1/2 for easier comparison with those during the first period.
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For sea level pressure (Fig. 8b) and DTR (Fig. 8c), the

single-forcing ensembles diverge less clearly, reflecting

higher variability, lesser model agreement, and more

complex responses of these variables, compared to

temperature to the different forcings. For SLP, both the

AA and the ALLF ensembles encompass the observa-

tions, but the GHG and NAT ensembles do not, in-

dicating that aerosol forcing is essential to explain the

observed variations.

For DTR, the two observed datasets agree on multi-

decadal variability, showing a decrease until 1930, fol-

lowed by a steep increase and a subsequent decrease

between themid-1930s and themid-1980s. They differ in

their absolute anomalies, however, due to discrepancies

in the first half of the century (Thorne et al. 2016). While

all ensembles are compatible with the CRU observa-

tions at the 95% level, the GHG and NAT ensembles

are incompatible with the BEST dataset in the second

half of the twentieth century. The AA and ALLF en-

sembles are the only ones to show a DTR narrowing

over most of the twentieth century, as do the observa-

tions. This overall provides further confirmation of

aerosol forcing being necessary to explain historical

observed variations. However, because of the strong

influence of internal climate variability, conclusive at-

tribution of observed changes was not possible.

b. Contribution of individual forcings to simulated
European summer climate

The contribution of each single forcing on the forced

component of simulated European interdecadal climate

variability can be estimated by calculating the gradient

of the multimodel mean time series from each ensemble

and comparing the magnitude of those from the single-

forcing CMIP5 ensembles (AA, GHG, and NAT) to

their arithmetic sum as in Wilcox et al. (2013). This ap-

proach assumes that the role of internal variability is

negligible in the multimodel mean and that the re-

sponses to the individual forcings add linearly (Fig. 9).

The time series are smoothed prior to the analysis by

consecutively taking 11- and 7-yr running means to

suppress variability on time scales shorter than inter-

decadal (section 2).

For European near-surface temperature, the sum of

the gradients (AA 1 GHG 1 NAT) is a reasonable

approximation to the gradient from theALLF ensemble

(Fig. 9a, top), and during the twentieth century, the

contribution of AA to the total forced simulated vari-

ability (36%) is comparable to that of GHG (43%) and

larger than that of NAT (21%). The aerosol impact is

even dominant during 1940–70, with AA explaining

more than 50% of the total forced variability. The

aerosol contribution to the total forced interdecadal

FIG. 8. Comparison with observations over Europe (358–608N,

08–608E). Time series of area mean JJA (a) TAS (K), (b) SLP

(Pa), and (c) DTR (K). Observations (black lines) are shown as

well as the CMIP5 MMM for single-forcing (AA in blue, GHG in

red, NAT in yellow) and all-forcing simulations (ALLF in gray)

along with the range of 1.96 standard deviations of the individual

model simulations (shading). The CMIP5 data for TAS and DTR

are masked to the coverage of the respective CRU dataset. All

data are temporally smoothed with an 11–7-yr filter, and anom-

alies with respect to 1901–30 are plotted. For DTR, no

HadGEM2-ES data are available; thus, the MMM of the re-

maining six models is shown.
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model variability in sea level pressure is also discernible

and amounts to about a third throughout the twentieth

century and slightly more again in the period 1940–70

(Fig. 9b). For DTR, AA contributes, on average, a

fourth throughout the twentieth century; this contribu-

tion grows toward the later decades, but then the sum of

the gradients of the single-forcing time series approxi-

mates the all-forcing one less well (Fig. 9c).

6. Summary, discussion, and conclusions

The long-term signature of anthropogenic aerosol

emissions mainly from North America and Europe

(NAEU) on Eurasian summer climate throughout the

twentieth century has been identified in an ensemble of

coupled climate (CMIP5) models. The analysis was mo-

tivated by the need to advance the current understanding

of the effects of aerosols on regional climate, which is of

utmost importance to more confidently assess and

quantify the drivers of past climate variations, as well as

to reduce uncertainties in near-future climate projections.

North America and Europe were the key aerosol emis-

sion regions worldwide for most of the twentieth century,

with the potential to influence climate downstream over

large inhabited regions. Yet, the topic has not been con-

sistently investigated so far. While earlier studies have

eithermostly focused on individual variables or used only

one climate model, robust information on the aerosol

impact on a range of relevant variables across multiple

coupled models is still largely unknown.

The aerosol imprint on simulated summer climate was

inferred from intermodel agreement on linear trends

during a period of increasing NAEU sulfate emissions

(1900–74), contrasted with trends during the more re-

cent period of decreasing emissions (1975–2005). This

was supported by an analysis of the covariability of near-

surface temperature and sulfate loading. The main

findings are as follows:

d Regionally and during the 1900–74 period, aerosols

generated a large-scale anomalous cooling stretching

from Europe across most of the Eurasian midlatitudes

FIG. 9. Estimates of the contribution of each single forcing on

the interdecadal variability of (a) TAS (%), (b) SLP (%), and

(c) DTR (%) for the European region as in Fig. 8 (here, the data

are not masked to the observational coverage). At the top of each

 
panel, the instantaneous gradient of the MMM all-forcing time

series (gray) and the sum of the gradients of the MMM single-

forcing time series (black) are shown. At the bottom of each

panel, the contributions from GHG (red), AA (blue), and NAT

(yellow) are shown, derived by taking the gradient of the en-

semble-mean time series for each of these forcing experiments

and dividing their magnitudes by the sum of all these gradient

magnitudes. All time series are temporally smoothed with an 11–

7-yr filter prior to the analysis and further smoothed (7–5-yr filter)

for plotting.
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in the CMIP5 models. The cooling, largest at the

surface, extends to the mid- and upper troposphere

and is associated with a large-scale anticyclonic sea

level pressure anomaly centered over Russia, as well

as with a widespread narrowing ofDTR.Aerosols also

strengthened the Northern Hemisphere subtropical

jet on its equatorward side, which is consistent with

changes in the meridional temperature gradient, and

decreasedmonsoon precipitation over westernAfrica,

northern India, and eastern China.
d During the 1975–2005 period,most of these changes are

reversed, which provides support to their association

with NAEU sulfate aerosol emissions—only precipita-

tion changes over East Asia, where strong positive

trends in local aerosol emissions are expected to

superpose the effect of decreasing NAEU emissions,

do not reverse.
d Analysis of observations averaged across Europe

shows clear evidence for aerosols and GHGs both

being important for models to reproduce inter- and

multidecadal variations in near-surface temperature.

Observed variations in sea level pressure are noisy but

tend to agree much better with simulations that

include anthropogenic aerosols than with those with-

out aerosols. Observed DTR has very high data

uncertainty, but shows a decline over much of the

century that does not occur in the CMIP5 GHG and

NAT ensembles.
d Assuming linearity among the single forcing re-

sponses, anthropogenic aerosols are estimated to

explain, on average, more than a third of the forced

simulated interdecadal variability in European near-

surface temperature during the twentieth century and

more than half during 1940–70.

The time series analysis thus highlights the impor-

tance of aerosols in addition to GHGs for explaining

temporal variations in observed European near-surface

climate, in agreement with Bindoff et al. (2013). For

DTR, our results add on to those by Makowski et al.

(2008), providing the evidence from an ensemble of

CMIP5 experiments. Furthermore, we show that re-

gionally, AA explains a substantial fraction of simulated

European climate interdecadal variability from as early

on as 1900, which is even larger than that found by

Wilcox et al. (2013) for global mean temperature.

Significant changes in strength and latitudinal position

of the subtropical jet stream during the twentieth cen-

tury have been discussed in a number of studies, in-

cluding those focusing on variations of the tropical belt

width, given that the jet stream can be interpreted as the

poleward boundary of the tropics. While some studies

only looked at annual means (Archer and Caldeira

2008b; Fu and Lin 2011; Moore 2013) or the winter

season (Strong and Davis 2007), changes in winter and

summer, if any, were generally found to be consistent in

sign (Archer and Caldeira 2008a; Hudson 2012; Davis

and Birner 2013; Pena-Ortiz et al. 2013; Abish et al.

2015), despite the pronounced climatological season-

ality. Evidence suggests a weakening and/or poleward

shift of the NH subtropical jet since 1979 from satellite

observations (Fu and Lin 2011), reanalyses (Archer and

Caldeira 2008a; Hudson 2012), and observations (Davis

and Birner 2013; Pena-Ortiz et al. 2013). Together with

weaker and/or even opposite trends since the mid-

twentieth century (Strong and Davis 2007; Archer and

Caldeira 2008b; Pena-Ortiz et al. 2013; Abish et al. 2015)

and ice core proxy data (Moore 2013), this indicates a

strengthening before 1979. In the framework of tropical

expansion/contraction, these changes have been pre-

viously linked to sulfate forcing (Allen et al. 2012, 2014;

Allen and Ajoku 2016; Ming et al. 2011), especially

during the summer (Tao et al. 2016), but the sign re-

versal associated with the evolution of aerosol forcing

throughout the twentieth century has not been pre-

viously discussed in the context of jet stream changes,

and the appearance of noticeable trends as early as the

beginning of the century has not been shown yet.

The remote impact on monsoon precipitation found

here in the CMIP5models is consistent with Polson et al.

(2014). For western Africa, observations similarly

show a drying during 1950–85 and a recovery thereafter

(Nicholson 2013), and the region has been identified as

sensitive to aerosol forcing (e.g., Rotstayn and Lohmann

2002; Ackerley et al. 2011). Dong et al. (2014), who

found both Asian and European sulfur dioxide emis-

sions relevant for the decreased West African pre-

cipitation, and Undorf et al. (2018), who attributed

observed precipitation changes over West Africa during

1920–2005 mainly to NAEU emissions, both used a

single model. Our results, based on a range of CMIP5

models, also indicate the predominant importance of

NAEU emissions on summer monsoon precipitation

over westernAfrica. The overall weakening of the South

Asian monsoon during the second half of the twentieth

century forced by anthropogenic aerosols has been ac-

knowledged before (e.g., Bollasina et al. 2011). While

other studies found regional and remote aerosols re-

sponsible in varying ratios (e.g., Bollasina et al. 2014;

Guo et al. 2015), we show that considering the periods

with increasing and decreasing remote emissions sepa-

rately indicates remote emissions to be most important.

For East Asia, we found remote emissions not dominant

during 1975–2005, consistent with strong impact of local

aerosols (e.g., Guo et al. 2013), but our results do not

exclude substantial impact of remote aerosols, especially
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before 1975, and are not inconsistent with amechanismof

remote aerosol impact onmonsoon precipitation found in

earlier studies (Cowan and Cai 2011; Dong et al. 2016).

The models used in this study explore the range of

climate sensitivity and aerosol forcing of those CMIP5

models that include a representation of indirect effects,

from those with weak (e.g., IPSL-CM5A-LR) to those

with strong (e.g., GFDL-CM3) indirect effects (section

2). Previous studies, however, showed substantial dif-

ferences between the response to historical aerosol

emissions in CMIP5 models with and without a repre-

sentation of aerosol indirect effects (Wilcox et al. 2013;

Guo et al. 2015); other models, which neglect indirect

aerosol effects, might therefore misrepresent the re-

sponse to aerosol emissions as identified in this study.

While the use of historical single- and all-forcing

simulations allows us to identify features of aerosol im-

pact within the system of interactions and feedbacks—

insofar represented in the models—targeted simulations

would allow a more rigorous disentanglement of the ef-

fects of aerosols from different source regions, includ-

ing NA and EU. Similarly, the CMIP5 models’ differing

aerosol representations increase the robustness of our

findings, but also prevent us from exploring the mech-

anisms of aerosol impact further. A future study with a

different focus would thus complement our work and

help better understand the physical mechanisms medi-

ating NAEU aerosol impact.

To conclude, the findings add valuable information

about the robustness of the aerosol impacts as well as

new insights on their climate footprint, such as their

modulation ofDTR and the jet stream. The symmetry of

the simulated impacts during the period of increasing

and of decreasing emissions also sheds light on the

changes to be expected from future reductions in aerosol

emissions from NAEU and elsewhere.
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